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Spatiotemporal microbial evolution on antibiotic landscapes , Kishony, 2016

} Mutated dnaQ strains 
showed increased rates 
of mutations

} Mutator phenotype 
emerged at least six 
times independently

} Highly resistant mutants 
may be trapped

} Growth restored by 
compensatory mutations



} Identify genetic variations among organisms

} Associate genetic variations with phenotypes

} Hypothesize mechanisms that connect genotypes 
and phenotypes



Landscapes and Effective Fitness, Peter Stadler, 2002 



Salazar-Ciudad & M Marín-Riera Nature
000, 1-4 (2013) doi:10.1038/nature12142

Layers:

- fitness space

- morphological variational space

- genetic variational space

Idealized two-dimensional 
representation of the tooth 
model parameter space



} Protein family (gains, losses, transfers, CNV)
} Protein sequence similarity

} DNA sequence similarity 
} Genome rearrangements
} DNA local variations
◦ SNPs, MNPs, indels, intergenic variations





} Separating genuine sequence difference from 
artifacts
◦ There can be more variations between assemblies of the 

same strain than different strains







} Read mapping
} Coverage statistics
} Variant calling
} Variant annotation 
} Cross-sample summary



} 20 genomes 
◦ 2 are wild-type parent strains
◦ 18 offspring strains resistant to 3 

carbapenems
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Attenuated 
virulence

High virulence

} Seven substrains in two virulence groups

} Goal: Identify Regions of Differences
◦ Verify the presence of virulence factors
◦ Confirm the identity of the organism in stock culture





Nature Genetics, 2012



} Reference genome:
◦ Escherichia coli str. K-12 substr. MG1655

} Reads:
◦ BioSample: SAMN00723035
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} Summary
◦ A total of 552 variants have been found. 293 of 

these variants are identified in all read libraries.

} Questions
◦ Which RDs are significant?
� frameshift, stop gain/loss, nonsyn, regulatory region
� high fraction, high coverage

◦ Which RDs are common to the later samples?





} Phylogenetic analysis revealed that a significant fraction of 
apparently persistent infections are in fact due to re-infection with 
new strains. SNVs primarily resulted in protein coding changes, and 
IS events primarily interrupted genes or were in an orientation such 
that the adjacent gene would be over-expressed. Mutations 
acquired during infection were over-represented in 
transcriptional regulators, notably pmrAB and adeRS, which 
can mediate resistance to the last line therapies colistin and 
tigecycline, respectively, as well as transporters, surface structures, 
and iron acquisition genes. 



} Genetic variations
◦ Protein presence/absence
◦ SNPs, MNPs
◦ Insertions/deletions
◦ Genome rearrangements
◦ Kmer counts
◦ Evolutionary histories

} Machine learning
} Statistics
} Omics



Genotypic	
Variation

Phenotypic	
Variation

• What’s changed: 
gene gains/losses

• SNPs, insertions, deletions
• Genome rearrangements
• CNV in repeat regions

• Antibiotic resistance
• Differential growth rates 

on media types
• Survival/growth under 

different conditions
• Metabolomic fingerprints

Genotype-phenotype	association

• Statistical tests
• Correlation analysis
• Machine learning

Parkhill et al, 2014

Mechanism	elucidation

Bacterial-Genome	Association	Studies

Curated	
subsystems

Specialty	gene	
databases

Metabolic	and	
regulatory	models

Protein	– protein	
association	graphs

Experimental	
validation

Transcriptome
analysis
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